
We have raised funds by
implementing different activities,
including the BBQ at Bunnings, with
the purpose of continuing to offer our
sessions that children and adults like
so much.
Thanks to the volunteers, there were
many who came to support us as well.

BUNNINGS BBQ 

AREPAZO

Through a survey on our official Facebook
page, we are doing the "name change" of
the Community languages   school.
We hope to launch our new name soon!
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The association decided to hold the arepazo
event in order to raise funds; dance groups
from Mexico attended, etc.
Funds were raised to continue offering the
sessions. There was face painting and
raffles, as well as lots of fun for both
children and adults!
Thank you to all the people, volunteers and
committee that supported us in this great
event!



Lalis
Lalis in one sentence: Invest in your heartbeat.
Hobby: Photography is my passion.
Profession: Educational Psychologist.
Age: 40
Pet: A Chihuahua dog.
Hates: Discrimination.
Loves: Being Mexican.
Why is Spanish important?: Because it is one of
the most beautiful languages   and it is one of the
most important languages   in the world.
Fun Fact: My children "my great teachers of
fun".

 

We have had 2 terms of flexibility with payment and

assistance to adapt to the covid situation. As off Term 3

2022 we will begin to register per term and we will charge

per term again, leaving those who attend casually, a little

more expensive. Here are some of the most popular

activities:

Salt painting

Chocolate fountain

Crown decoration 

Obstacles circuit 

The list goes on...suggestions always welcome.

We continue to update our page, there you can always find all the necessary information
about who we are, what we do, why and the events.
The last section we added is the testimonials section. 
We invite you to share and spread the word!
https://sites.google.com/view/acthispanicpcassociation/home
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